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1 Decomposition into irreducibles cont'd

2 Decomposition of regular representation applications
3 Skew fields
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e Recap andgoals
In Sec 1.2 of Lec6 we haveproved theMaschke thm that

states in particular thatevery finitedimensional representation

V of a finitegroup G over a characteristic l field F is

completely reducible Thismotivates us to consider completely
reducible representations even in the situations when not all

representations are completely reducible

Let A be an associative algebra and Vits completely
reducible representation In Sec 2 ofLee 6 we'vestated that

1 V E U
mi
mi dimHom Uil dimEnd Ui

where Ui's
are somepairwise nenisemphic irreduciblerep'sofA



Note that in 111 we allow some mi to be l

We'll deduce 1 todayusing the Schur lemma proved
in Sec 2 of Lee6
Thin Let UVbe irreducible representations of A

a Any Amodulehomomorphism q U V is either e or is

invertible

6 Suppose I is algebraically closedanddimUso Then

any A
module homomorphism q Us U is scalar

We'll deduce o from this In Section 2 we will

compute themultiplicities Mi for A V FC we'llshowthat

Mi dimUi dimEndUi H irreduciblesUi
Thisgives a tool to classify finite dimensional irreducible

representations of a finitegroup G one ofthe main objectives

of the theory in some cases We'lldo this for G 53So
In the last section we'll address a question whatkind

gotalgebra can End16
be



1 1 Proof of 1
Lemma Let UV V be A modules Then we have a natural

isomorphism Hom UVok Hem UV Hom14,4

Proof Every linear map q U Vok is of the form

glut lyculgcall for uniquely defined linearmaps q U Vi q
is just the i th coordinate of q Using thedefinition ofthe

module structure en Yok alva vi lavaavi we see that q
is a homomorphism iff yo g are so So the isomorphism in the

lemma is q to ly yet D

Proof of 1 Applying Lemmaseveral times weget
HemalUi Hom UE U mil EHom 14Uit
a of the Schur lemme implies that when U isirreducible

dim Hom UUj o if UandUj are not isomorphic In
particular if UUi then dimHemp Ui V MidimHemphillit
This implies a D

B



Remark Note that for Amodules UUU we alsohave
Homanok U I Hom Va 4 themNzU 44 yly.glv7
From here we see that Mi dimHom IVUi dimEnda Ui
Details are left as an exercise

2 Decomposition of regular representation applications

2.11Main result

Theorem Let G be afinitegroup I be a fieldsuch
that char f e or char I o but charFX161 Thenforevery
irreducible representation U ofC itsmultiplicity in FG is

ma dimUdimEnda u

Thx to Remark in Sec9.1 Theorem fellows from

Lemma Let A be an associativealgebra Vbe an Amodule

We have a vectorspace isomorphism Hem AV IV

Proof A map Hem Al V q to q o
has inverse

g
Hom AV o togo w gula ar The claim that



the twomaps are inverse to eachother is an exercise a

Corollary There are onlyfinitely many irreduciblerepresentationsof G up to isomorphism If U U are all pairwisenon

isomorphic irreducible representations then

121 191 EyHimUi dimEnd Ui
Proof

We can write FG OYUtm wsomemiperhaps ol Thenby
Thm Mi dimUi dimEnd Ui 0 So every irreducible occurs in EG
W nonzeromultiplicity hence there are finitelymany of them

121 fellowsby comparing the dimensions in FG IEU s

Note that 16 in the Schur lemme implies that if F is

algebraically closed then dimEnd Ui n t i So 121becomes

13 161 EdmUi

Remark Theorem generalizes to finite dimensional associative

galgetras
A st the regularmodule A is completely reducible



22 Example classification of irreducible for SEsp
Let F be algebraically closedandof charoffersimplicity

1 Ss Here we know three irreducibles trivsgh 9dimensional

nonisomorphicby the first exercise in Sec9.2ofLee5 R F
2 dimensional We have 14142 6 1531 so we have exhausted

all irreducible thx to 131

2 Sy we already know 4 different irreducibles triv sgh
dim 1 AI sgnof Him 3 nonisomorphic by 5 ofLemma
in Sec 9.2 of Lec 5 We have 15,1 24 so the sum of
dimensions squaredof theremaining irreducibles is 28211434 4

But trir asyn exhaust all fdimensionalrep'sofSr So
the dimensions of the remaining irreducibles are 2 Weconclude

that there's exactly one 2 dimensional irreducible

Let's construct it Recall that in Sr we have order 4
normal subgroup K e 1271301 9371287 11071231 The quotient

folk is identifiedw S thx to S Kk So where S is



embedded into S as be5,1614 8 Let U be thepullback
of Fe under Ss Ss Since Sa Sa an S stable subspace

in F is the same as an S stable subspace in K hence K is
irreducible

For largersymmetricgroups these easy methodswon't work

andwe'll needsome theory to be developed later in the course

3 Skewfields

Definition An associative unital ring R is called a skew

field er divisionring if any nontere element is invertible

Of course every field is a skew field On the otherhand
lal ofSchur lemme shows that if U is an irreducible A
module then End16 is a skewfield In fact any finite
dimensional algebra over F that is e skewfield is Enda a

for suitable AKU For this we need a definition a lemma

I



Definition For an F algebra A let APPdenote the

opposite algebra the same vector space as A but with

opposite product a OPP6 6a

Lemma We have an algebra isomorphism End A APP

Proof Let V A so we get a vector space isomorphism
A Hem AA f End A Lemma in Sea2.1 It sends beA

to g A A a tab Note that qq.la able96 96la
opposite order so that End A APP a

Exercise Let B be a skewfield Then so is A B'PPand
the regular representation of A is irreducible Hence B indeed

arises as the endomorphismalgebra of an irreducible End A

Rem The failure of End U F for an irreducible Amodule

U is one of themain reasons why the representation theory

never
nonclosedfields is moredifficult than ever closedones



31 Quaternions

The most famous andhistorically first example of a
skew fieldwhich is not a field is thequaternions

Definition ofDt Consider thefollowing elements ofMatale
P188 i 9.8 j p r e

Let Al Span t i j K
Exercise Ej r's 1 ij ks ji jk is kj ki j ik

In particular Al is closed undermultiplication and
hence is an R subalgebra in Matz a

Lemma Al is a skew field

Proof For deAl L exbitcjtdk set I a bi cj.dk Then

a direct check shows 25 22 16442 So for Lte

we have d s after I

ft
is the skew field of quaternions



Exercise Show xp Ba ta ped

Fact to beprovedmuch later in the course Al is theonly
noncommutative B algebra that is a skewfield

For a briefarticle about Hamilton andhisdiscoveryof
the quaternions see Sec 4.13 in E

32 Bonus Schur lemma for infinite dimensional representations
The assumption in 16 ofSchur's lemma that dimU so

is crucial Here we investigatewhat happens when thisconditionis removed We will be interested in sufficient condition

on A so that for every irreducible Amodule U we have

Alg Every GeEnda U is algebraic ever F

Hereandbelow U is an arbitrary irreducible Amodule

ProblemP dimA co dimUs Alg

A



Problem 2 Show that if F is algebraically closedthen

Alg 16 of Theorem

Problem3 Supposethat A is commutative finitelygenerated
Provethat thefollowing claims are equivalent

1 weak Nullstellensatz everyquotient of Aby a

maximal ideal is a finitefieldextension ever F
2 Every irreducible representation of A is findim il

One interesting example of an infinitedimensional

associativealgebra is the universal enveloping algebra Uley of a

lie algebra g see Bonus to Lec 3

Fact Quillen's lemma Let him go
Then
everyirreduciblerepresentation of Uog satisfies Alg

Finally one canprove Alg for all finitelygenerated

Masseciative algebras
over uncountable algebraically closed



fields by an argument similar to the quickanddirty proof
of the weak Nallstellensatt

Problem 4 Let It be an uncountable field Abe a finitely
generated associative algebra over F and U be anirreducibleAmodule Prove the following

a dim A is at most countable

6 U Ao t v to Deduce that dim le is at most
countable

c An endomorphism yeEnd u is uniquely recovered
from plot Deduce that dim Enda u is at most countable

d Suppose yeEnd a has no eigenvectors
Provethat

the elements q a Idu for a e I are linearly independent

and arrive at a contradiction

I


